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THO 9295/9695 Doctoral Seminar
Prof. L. G. Bloomquist (gbloomquist@ustpaul.ca)
Voir Manuel / See Handbook, Section 6

According to the University of Ottawa and Saint
Paul University:
A doctoral thesis must contribute to the
advancement of knowledge in a given field of
study and embody the results of original and
rigorous investigation and analysis by the
student. It must also be of publishable quality.
(underlining added)
The Project Proposal is designed to be a major
achievement in getting you to this goal!



Le projet de thèse (THO 9695) s’élabore normalement au
cours des deux premières années de résidence de l’étudiante
(coïncidant normalement avec la période de participation au
séminaire doctoral) et est complété après la réussite de
l’examen de synthèse.



In other words, you first need to refine your doctoral research
•
Doctoral Seminar
•
Directed Readings
•
2 courses [if required] + other courses as needed
•
Creation of a Supervisory Committee
•
Comprehensive Exam (with director and committee)
•
Elaboration of the Project Proposal (with director and
committee)

 Presentation of the Project Proposal

1.
2.

Research and Drafting of thesis sections
A completed thesis
1. Submission
2. Evaluation by jury members
3. Oral defence

3.

Publication of the thesis



Permettre à l’étudiante de préciser et de
délimiter (1) son champ de recherche, (2) la
méthode employée et (3) les ressources
utilisées en préparation pour la rédaction de
la thèse.



The Project Proposal is designed to help
ensure that the completed thesis will …
 Be an original contribution to a field of study,
 Have a clearly identified (and identifiable) method

accepted by scholars in the field for investigation
of that field,
 Be of publishable quality, and
 Be do-able in the recommended time-period (2-3
years) or that it will take no longer than the
maximum time period (4 years).



Summary: I provided evidence of the use by Paul of the
canons of 1st century epistolography and rhetoric in his letter
to the Philippians. This structure (form) allowed me to show
the function of the various elements within the letter,
including the fact that suffering was central to Paul’s letter
and how it was central.



The thesis was a major, original contribution to the field of
Pauline studies, and required no changes for its publication
(1993). It remains in print today, has been cited over 100x,
and apparently still is 25 years later. For example,
Dorothea Bertschmann. "Is There a Kenosis in This Text? Rereading Philippians 3:2–11 in
the Light of the Christ Hymn." Journal of Biblical Literature 137, 1 (2018): 235-54.
 Shinchan Jeong, “The Homiletical Value of Socio-Rhetorical Analysis Utilized in
Philippians.” Directed by Matthew McKellar, Ph.D. thesis, Associate Professor of
Preaching. Faculty of the School of Theology, Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 2017.
 Mark A. Jennings, The Price of Partnership in the Letter of Paul to the Philippians. Library
of New Testament Studies. London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2018.


I did not have the benefit of the doctoral
project process (including the Project
Proposal).
 As a result, I wandered for several years
trying to develop my Thesis.
 My eventual thesis could have been done in
the time that we require here IF….
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According to the PhD Manual
 “Décrire brièvement, en quelques phrases, ce

dont on veut traiter.”


“In the thesis project, candidates:
 identify the question which initiated their

research and set out the objectives of the project;
 indicate which difficulties might occur during the
course of the research as well as the specific scope
of the project.”



Think of this section as
 A first indication of the general parametres within

which you will work (what to expect; what not to
expect)
 An opportunity to set before your reader why you
personally are proposing to undertake your
project … and spend years of your life on it!
 An opportunity to elicit your readers’ interest and
“good-will” towards your project.

My thesis arose from my pastoral interest in
the suffering of people and a desire to
understand this suffering better based on
Biblical texts.
 An interesting question from my thesis
defence…




Theses in the “Humanities” tend to be much
more personal than ones in the Natural Sciences
and somewhat more personal than ones in the
Social Sciences
 … a good thing when it means that there is a passion

for the subject that will sustain you.
 … a bad thing when a reader suspects that your thesis
will simply be an advocacy statement.



The thesis cannot be catechetical or
propagandistic: it must be an academically and
scientifically defensible, methodologically
rigorous, original contribution to a field of
knowledge.



By the end of this section, your reader should
have a clear idea of
 the larger and more general research field of

scholarship within which your topic is situated,
 why you have chosen this topic,
 what are some of the limits on what you will do,
 what are some possible, initial implications that might
come of your work.



Your reader should now be asking: OK, but what
have others already said about this important
topic?  State of the Question
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Acc0rding to the PhD Manual:
 “À partir de la littérature appropriée, décrire l`état

de la question dans lequel s`inscrit le projet de
thèse.”







You are responsible for knowing what has
already been done on and around your specific
topic within the general research area.
Having suggested the importance of the topic in
the Statement of the Problem, the goal here is
to carve out a personal space in which
something else can be done on the topic by you!
It must be original, i.e., something that has not
already been done by others, but it must also
contribute to their work.



For my thesis I surveyed literally everything that had
been written on a rather small text in the Pauline
corpus (Philippians), from the church fathers through
the most recent commentary.
 Reviewers of my thesis-become-book (like Joseph Plevnik

SJ, Catholic Biblical Quarterly 56,3 (1994):580 -582)
especially praised the careful attention to what previous
scholars had said.





From among everything that had been written, I
found that no one had (to that point) taken seriously
the implications of reading Philippians in light of 1st
century letter-writing forms.
Aha! Perhaps something that I could contribute!!



The SQ shows that you have a clear grasp of
the major lines of conversation in the field:
 a specialist in the field should agree that your

thesis (if successful) will make an original
contribution to the field;
 an astute reader should find your proposal
compelling and clearly and intelligently indicate
why you believe that there is a need for your
particular thesis on this topic





The State of the Question should answer your
readers’ question with which s/he was left after
the Statement of the Problem: given that you
believe that this topic is so important that you
will dedicate years of life to it, what has already
been done on it and around it by others?
At the end of the section on the State of the
Question, your reader should be primed for you
to tell her how you propose to make an original
contribution in order to fill the research gap that
presently exists  Research Hypothesis.
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According to the PhD Manual:
 “Expliquer quelle hypothèse ou quelle façon

nouvelle d`aborder la question permettront de
poursuivre une recherche originale.”



A thesis is a hypothesis or conjecture about a
topic or a way of approaching a topic.



A PhD dissertation is a lengthy, formal
document that argues in defense of a
particular thesis. (This is why it is called a
thesis!)

From Prof. Douglas E. Comer (Purdue University)



My hypothesis was easily able to be summarized
accurately by readers of my thesis and the
resulting book.
 Morna Hooker wrote that I sought to apply “the

insights of rhetorical and epistolary analysis to
Philippians in order to discover the light this can
throw on the theme of suffering in that epistle”,
which was that Paul did not appeal to the Philippians
“to imitate Christ, but rather to see their own
sufferings in terms of his suffering and vindication”.



Her conclusion: “This literary analysis thus deals
with important questions of exegesis in a new
way.”

1.
2.
3.

Clearly and easily identifiable
Arguable
Theological



The hypothesis should be clearly identifiable –
perhaps ‘in 25 words or less’.
 Though it is the focal point of your project, it will be

the shortest section of the project.



It should consist of something that suggests:
 “I propose that.....”
 “I intend to prove/establish/argue/predict that ... “
 “While the question ___ has been asked previously by

means of ___, I will be asking the question by means
of ___.” or “The following question has not been
asked of ____: ________”.



The hypothesis must be arguable. That is…
 it should be able to be verified (through a method that you

will propose in the next section).
 someone should be able to propose a counter-hypothesis
or an alternative way to understand your topic.


In the case of my hypothesis, some have argued in
academic contexts that one cannot treat Paul’s letters
as I did, including my colleague Duane Watson. The
argument has been fruitful… we have learned from
each other … and we are still friends!


“The Integration of Epistolary and Rhetorical Analysis of Philippians.” Paper originally presented at
the London Conference on the Rhetoric Analysis of Scripture, July 27–30, 1995 in The Rhetorical
Analysis of Scripture: Essays from the 1995 London Conference, edited by Stanley E. Porter and
Thomas H. Olbricht. Journal for the Study of the New Testament, Supplement Series, vol. 146, 398–
426. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1995.





Remember that your thesis is being written for a
Faculty of Theology and the degree that you will
be awarded will be in Theology.
You will need to identify how your research will
contribute to the field of Theology and how the
method that you choose to use will be selfreflectively theological and appropriate to that
field, even if it has never been used before!
 Remember Hooker’s comment on my work: I was able

to suggest how to get at important questions of
exegesis in new ways.





After reading the Research Hypothesis
(following the Statement of the Problem and the
State of the Question), your audience(s) should
have a clear idea of the original contribution that
you believe that you can make within the
general field and in light of previous work that
has been done on this specific topic.
But they will also want to have a clear idea about
how you intend to do this and how you are going
to prove your thesis  Methodology.
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According to the PhD Manual:
 “Présenter la méthode qui permettront de vérifier

l’hypothèse et de mener les recherches.”



PhD candidates will seek to

 “explain the methodology that will be used to

verify their hypothesis”
 “specify which method(s) they intend to use to
attain the objectives of the research”
 “detail which resources are at their disposal for
the completion of this project”



In the Statement of the Problem you indicated
 A research topic, lying in a field within which you believe

pertinent data also can be found about an important
question you wish to study



In the State of the Question you indicated

 what others have made of this topic, field, data, and

question



In the Research Hypothesis you suggested
 a thesis (a research claim) regarding a new way of looking

at the topic, the field, the data, and/or the question



Now, in the Methodology, you identify

 how and why you propose to investigate this topic and

support this claim



The method is the key to a successful thesis ,
which is your goal, since it is the means that will
allow you to convince your reader(s) concerning
your hypothesis.



It is, however, also the most difficult part of the
project.



It is the means by which you will change raw
data into useful information.

Of the 10 years that I worked on the
thesis, 8 of them were simply reading
and amassing information. Too long!
 I wasn’t able to use any of the material
until I found suitable method. In my
case: not soon enough!
 Only once you have a fruitful method is
actual analysis of the data able to
happen.


METHOD: To use GraecoRoman rhetorical canons
to illustrate how these
canons can reveal the
way in which elements in
a Pauline letter (e.g.,
narrative characters like
Paul or Christ, as well as
actions done or suffered
by these characters) can
be read and understood.

Experiences
of suffering
Biblical texts

Different
ways of
reading
Biblical texts

THESIS!



… enable you to determine which data are
important for your project, and which data you
can safely leave aside for now.



… enable you to understand the data not as data
but as information, that is, something that is
intelligible: “This way of looking at these data
lead us to conclude that they mean _______.”
 In my case, looking at Philippians rhetorically led me

to conclude that the sufferings that Paul spoke of (his
own, his co-workers, the Philippians’, and even those
of Christ) were to be understood in terms of his own.



Your audience(s) may not like or even agree
with your hypothesis or even your
conclusions, but a professional audience
should be able to agree that, if the
methodology you have chosen to evaluate
the data is sound, then your results will at the
very least need to be considered seriously.
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According to the PhD Manual:
 “Même si un plan détaillé du projet de thèse n`est

pas nécessaire à ce stade-ci du travail, une table
des matières provisoire aidera à mieux cerner les
orientations de la recherche.”

A provisional suggestion of what you intend
to cover in the thesis suggests the overall
flow of the thesis as you imagine it now.
 This might be by …


 Chapters: More specific break-down of the

material
 Parts: Less specific break-down of the material



I would not have been able to identify the
chapters of my thesis until it was almost
completed, but I could identify quite early on the
parts:
 Part 1: History of interpretation (State of the

Question!)
 Part 2: Method used to study the material, and why
(Method!)
 Part 3: Analysis of the text in question using the
method (Analytical development of my Hypothesis)



Don’t commit to anything overly specific in
your Project!
 After all: you don’t yet know exactly where your

research will lead you!
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According to the PhD Manual
 “Présenter une bibliographie organisée, concise,

limitée au sujet et qui démontre une bonne
connaissance de la matière. On présente
normalement une bibliographie de base, qui à ce
stade-ci, n’a pas encore besoin d’être complète.”

As with the Table of Contents, the
Bibliography should be suggestive and
representative, not exhaustive.
 What should it include?


 Any works referred to in the Project Proposal.
 Any important works that you and your director

know you will need to focus on for your thesis.



Two forms of presentation:
 Alphabetical bibliography of all pertinent works,

or
 Subject bibliography

You should ensure that you have followed the
University’s accepted style manuals.
 You should make it of reasonable length.




Specialist readers of your Project Proposal
should be able to agree that you appear to
know and are dealing with the pertinent
literature in the field.
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According to the PhD Manual:
 “Il est de l’intérêt de l’étudiante de choisir un titre

qui illustre bien la recherche qu’elle compte
entreprendre. Le titre proposé doit être concis et
précis, donnant, avec un minimum de mots, une
idée exacte du sujet.”



The title should contain ONLY the essential
words that are needed to clearly and
succinctly indicate the topic of your thesis,
your claim, and your method.
 Think in terms of Boolean logic for Internet /

database search engines:

▪ what terms are crucial for someone to find your thesis?
▪ if someone is looking for material in your area, will your
thesis “come up” in, for example, ProQuest Dissertations
& Theses Global?



My thesis was entitled:
 “The function of suffering in Paul’s letter to the

Philippians”
▪ Also the title of the book!

 Had I been better prepared to identify the title, I

might have proposed:
▪ “The epistolographic and rhetorical function of
suffering in Paul’s letter to the Philippians”



Avoid “marketing” phrases for the title of
your thesis.
 A catchy title may be valuable when your thesis is

published.
 But usually the publisher will do this for you
anyway!



Craft your Project Proposal in close
collaboration with your Director and your
Committee
 I have provided you with my own doctoral experience,

supported by decades of subsequent supervisory
work. But, your director may want to tailor your
project differently.



Ensure that your Project Proposal is error-free.
 If it is not, it is a “red-flag” and may suggest to the

Faculty that you will not be careful when it comes to
your thesis.
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University Press.
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How to write a research proposal for a strong PhD application. University of
Sydney.
Krathwohl, D.R. (1988) How to prepare a research proposal. Guidelines for
funding and dissertations in the social and behavioural sciences. 3rd Ed. New
York: Syracuse University Press.
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